FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GRAFF® Elevates San Diego’s Luxury Condo Residences Pacific Gate by Bosa
Immersion & Oscar Collections Afford Residents Rejuvenation and Relaxation in the Bath
NEW YORK, NY — June 2018 — GRAFF® manufacturer of contemporary precision-engineered kitchen
and bath products, was selected to outfit San Diego’s latest luxury residence, Pacific Gate. Developed by
Bosa Development and boasting an iconic downtown address, the collection of luxury condo residences
provides homeowners with the very finest in-house amenities created and curated by KPF and HBA
design. With stunning city and waterfront views, its innovative architecture defines each residence as one
of the most stunning and revolutionary developments in San Diego real estate.
Following suit, all Pacific Gate’s residences include stunning bathroom suites that epitomize both
decadence and luxury with top of the line fixtures installed throughout. Fitted with GRAFF’s striking
Immersion system, each bathroom suite features the collection’s faucet, shower set, and wall-mounted
bathtub filler and trim in the dynamic Polished Chrome finish.
The collection’s flair for the modern and the subtly dramatic, originates from its twist on classic geometric
forms, accentuating the bathroom’s marble backsplash and minimalist furnishings. Reimagined in its
many applications throughout the space, the Immersion Collection acts as the perfect finishing touch,
seamlessly pulling the design scheme together.
This concept is continued into residence’s kitchens, where the sleek Oscar Collection is mounted as the
central water source. Finished in Chrome and complementary to the space’s gray, textured tile and rich
wood cabinetry, the curvilinear faucet offers a soft, yet impactful aesthetic. Met with a pull-down spray
head and two spray and stream water flow functions, the Oscar kitchen faucet is a standout focal point.
For more information on the products used in this project, please visit www.graff-designs.com.
About GRAFF:
Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wis., and with locations throughout Europe, GRAFF is recognized globally
for its trend-setting products and unique vision. Supported since 1922 by extensive plumbing and
hardware manufacturing experience, GRAFF offers a wide range of contemporary, transitional and
traditional styling. GRAFF’s commitment to creating cutting-edge, premium-quality fixtures is evident in
each and every product. GRAFF employs more than 1,000 dedicated professionals and has control over
the full production process, making it truly a vertically integrated manufacturer.
For more information about GRAFF, visit www.graff-designs.com or www.facebook.com/grafffaucets
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